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Rob Thomas - Smooth
Tom: C

      Tabbed By: David Goad

   Comments: Thanks to,  for the lyrics. I will post the solo
later
   when I figure it out. Carlos does a lot of improv with this
so have fun.
   P.S. This is taken from the Video on VH1. Not his live
version. ALSO,
   This song has some funny chords and Im not sure if the
guitar plays them
   But if anyone figures them out post them. Just the fills
and stuff for now.
Intro:

   Man it's a hot one
   Like seven inches from the midday sun
   I hear you whisper & the words melt everyone
   But you stay so cool

   My mu-equita, my Spanish harlem mona lisa

   Your my reason for reason
   The step in my groove

   BRIDGE:

   And if you say this life ain't good enough
   I would give my world to lift you up
   I could change my life to better suit your mood

   Cause you're so smooth

   CHORUS:
   And just like the ocean under the moon
   Well that's the same emotion that I get from you

   You got the kind of lovin that can be so smooth
   Gimme your heart, make it real
   Or else forget about it

   I'll tell you one thing
   If you would leave it would be a crying shame

   e||-----------------------|
   B||-----------------------|
   G||--9  h 7 --------------|
   D||-----------------------|
   A||-----------------------|
   E||-----------------------|

   In every breath and every word I hear your name calling me
out

   Out from the barrio, you hear my rhythm from your radio
   You feel the turning of the world so soft and slow
   Turning you round and round

   BRIDGE:

   And if you say this life ain't good enough
   I would give my world to lift you up
   I could change my life to better suit your mood
   Cause you're so smooth

   CHORUS:
   And just like the ocean under the moon
   Well that's the same emotion that I get from you
   You got the kind of lovin that can be so smooth
   Gimme your heart, make it real
   Or else forget about it

   END SOLO : COMING SOON!!!!!!!

   Tabbed By: David Goad

Acordes


